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PART –A

1. a) List out components of computer hardware.

(2M)

b) What are different ways of commenting the statements in C programming?

(2M)

c) Why switch statement is more advantageous than nested if-else statement?

(2M)

d) Give the comparison of Global and local variables.

(2M)

e) What is the difference between strcmp() and stricmp() functions?

(2M)

f)

(2M)

Write the differences between structures and unions.

g) What is the use of fseek() function?

(2M)
PART -B

2. a) Differentiate between computer hardware and software.
b) Explain the machine language and assembly language with examples.

3. a) What are bitwise logical operators? Explain about bitwise logical operators with
suitable programming example.

(7M)
(7M)

(6M)

b) Explain various format modifiers available in C language.

(4M)

c) Briefly explain about implicit and explicit type conversion.

(4M)

4. a) Differentiate between if statement and if-else statement with suitable examples
and proper syntax.

b) Write a C program to print all the prime numbers between 1 to 100.
5. a) What are the different ways of passing parameters to the function? Explain.

(7M)

(7M)
(7M)

b) Write a C program using the concept of functions to swap the values of variables
without using third variable.

(7M)

6. a) What is string? Explain about declaration and initialization of string in 'C'. How
strings are displayed with different formats? Explain with examples.

(7M)

b) Write a C program to perform the operation of addition of two matrices.
7. a) What is the need of nested structures? Explain with one example.
b) Create two text files and write a program to add the contents of one file at the end
of another.
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(7M)
(7M)
(7M)

